As we prepare for the upcoming High Holy Days, the Greater Miami Jewish Federation looks back with pride at all that has been accomplished in our community and looks ahead to a strong Jewish future filled with hope and optimism.

The visionary Miami leaders who came together in 1938 to establish our Federation were committed to the central belief that all Jews are responsible for one another. They knew in their hearts that they needed to act decisively to meet the needs of the time and to safeguard our people.

Just like then, Federation still cares for Jews in need, combats rising antisemitism, helps the most vulnerable, unites our community and advances Jewish life in Miami, in Israel and worldwide. Today, our Mission of collective Jewish responsibility remains as relevant as ever.

This is exactly why Federation exists.

We extend our deepest gratitude to the generations who have stood with Federation these many decades and through whose leadership, contributions and dedication our community has thrived. And we invite all those who have not yet joined us to get involved. Please consider donating, volunteering and making your voice heard.

Federation is another word for community and it is only together that we can work to secure our Jewish future.

L’Shanah Tovah on behalf of the Federation Officers, Board of Directors and Staff. May 5784 be a time of unity, renewal and prosperity, and may you and those dearest to you be written in the Book of Life and sealed for a year of sweetness, blessings, health, happiness and peace.

The Greater Miami Jewish Federation is commemorating 85 years of building community
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The Mission of the Greater Miami Jewish Federation is to mobilize human and financial resources to care for those in need, strengthen Jewish life and advance the unity, values and shared purpose of the Jewish people in Miami, in Israel and around the world.